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WHAT DID I LEARN TODAY? 

 

 

 

1. FINDING BUSINESS IDEAS 

a. Shovel Technique 

The simplest way to define shovel technique is “searching for the 
trending business and making them your customer by making things easy 
for them”. It started when in 1960s people started getting in diamond 
mining a lot, mining equipments vendors became millionaires! 
Eg.  Microsoft- When IBM was selling computers widely microsoft created 
operating system which made using computer easy 
With the chai cafes growing all over, one can think of providing solutions 
to them 

 
b. Problem Solving 

Your business idea should solve small and unique problem. Some thing 

that you have faced and others are also facing them. Eg. Kindle solved a 

problem of carrying multiple books around with one small device 

If you aren’t able to solve a problem then reduce service time- Eg. Amazon 

takes lesser time than flipkart. Reduce price or increase emotion. 

 

c. Khujaal Technique 

Do the business wherein people don’t mind spending money. And have 

strong desire related to the product. 

Eg. Khujaal to earn money- Bitcoin 

Khujaal to binge watch shows- Netflix 

Khujaal to do business-do business coaching 

Khujaal to act- Tic Toc is most valuable startup 

 

d. New platform technique 

Solve a unique & small problem using a growing platform. 

Eg. Uber/Ola used Google Maps platform to grow 

Cloud kitchens/restaurants are increasing due to UberEats platform 

Audio/podcasts are growing because of wireless earphones platform 

Apps like Byju’s are growing as the effects/animations have got cheaper 

Easeup app is growing as mobile cameras are getting better 
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2. MARKETING 

 

a. 3 phases of marketing technique 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b. Minimum viable product 

Inspired from ‘Lean Startup’ book, this technique says we get too 

much into perfecting the product. Initially just ensure if the product 

fulfills basic needs and then eventually update it. 

Focus on marketing instead. Eg. Dropbox 

 

c. ‘Haathi ke daant’ technique 

Your business isn’t actually what you are showing, its actually 

something else. 

Solve a problem of entity who already has your target market, so that 

the data comes to you. 

Eg. Facebook is accepted as a social media platform but actually its is a 

‘targeted marketing platform’ 

Amazon is not just an e-commerce but majorly a retailer-Cloudtail is 

sourcing & selling products 

Google Home /Alexa isn’t just an assistant but again a targeted 

marketing device, truecaller is other example. 

 

d. Keeping the price low when people don’t have options 

Keep a low price when there aren’t much options in the market for the 

customers. Eg. Baskin Robbins has kept ice cream candy @ Rs 60/- in 

multiplex as against other highly priced items there. People will be 

happy to buy ice cream at such price in multiplex & will buy the same 

in the market too. You want them to try it once. 

 

3. COSTING CUTTING   

Cost reduction is a DIY (Do it yourself) thing . For saving/cutting costs 

in some task, you have to get into the root to see how much time and 

effort that task is taking and outsource at a low cost. Also, there is 

tutorial for everything on youtube. Eg. An external agency is charging 

First phase is marketing for customers to find out who are your target customers

Second phase is marketing for improving where you  take feedback of customers and improve 
your product/service

Third phase is marketing for yielding returns, you expect profits here
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lets say 10000/- for social media marketing, when I learnt it all, I 

taught this to an inhouse employee and hence saved huge cost 

 

 

4. AUTOMATE 

What do you want to automate in your business?  Activities or tasks can 

be done automatically. Are activities/tasks defined well in your 

business?  And who does activities/tasks- either people or technology. 

We need to have right technology and right people. How to find right 

people. We get them through  

a. Right skills which can be seen at the time of recruitment or we can train 

them after recruitment 

b. Right energy  

But why most of them have wrong energy? 

• No transparency 

• Low payscale 

• Mechanical work 

• Personal issues 

• Low authority 

• Too much work etc 

The reason for all this is the business owner- either your systems are not well-defined or your 

recruitment is wrong.  

                                                          AUTOMATE BUSINESS                                                        

 

I am the BOSS Ego v/s I am the DOER Ego 

Whats the result? Quit? No . It is automation 

How? Who? When?

SOP's

(Perfect way to do business)

DIY

Right person

*Right skill

*Right will

ERP/ Trello/NASA Plan

If  YES 3 was value adding to you, consider enrolling for Young Entrepreneur Accelerator (YEA). It’s a 2-day   

program on 23-24 March, 2019. Visit our website for details. 

 


